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1. Overview 
Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental operations in the channel coding of a CTC-encoded PDU in 802.16e.  The 
PDU is first segmented into a number of data blocks.  The size of a data block is generically referred to as D in 
this contribution.  Each data block is independently encoded by a convolutional turbo code (CTC) encoder to 
produce 3D encoded bits, which is followed by a subpacket generation procedure that selects a size-E subset of 
the encoded bits to transmit over the channel.  The bits of the encoded data block are used to select complex 
modulation symbols and are subsequently mapped to physical channel resources. 

 

Figure 1. Fundamental operations in the channel coding of a PDU. 

802.16e defines two CTC encoding modes, Chase and IR (incremental redundancy), which specify the allowed 
set of data block sizes and the behavior of the subpacket generation procedure.  In particular, the Chase mode of 
802.16e defines a set of 12 allowed CTC-encoded data block sizes (between 6 to 60 bytes, inclusive), 4 allowed 
code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6), and 3 allowed modulation orders (QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM).  However, 
these three parameters are not allowed to vary independently.  A few examples of this are as follows: 

• a code rate of rate-2/3 is not allowed with 16-QAM modulation. 

• a 60-byte data block is not allowed with 16-QAM modulation at a code rate of 3/4. 

Without going into details, the IR CTC encoding mode also imposes limitations on the independence of the data 
block size, code rate, and modulation order. 

The inflexibility imposed by supporting a small set of exact code rates, or more generally by limiting the data 
block size/code rate/modulation order independence, creates inefficiencies in the allocation of time-frequency 
resources.  IEEE 802.16m frame structures must be highly efficient given the spectral efficiency targets in the 
SRD and, unlike 802.16e, the number of data-bearing subcarriers per allocable element will not be constant.  
For instance, Motorola is proposing allocable elements called “resource tiles” that contain 108 subcarriers and 
comprise data, pilot, and control.  In Motorola’s proposal, the number of pilots per resource tile may depend on 
the specific spatial mode employed and velocity.  In addition, control channels and uplink feedback may be 
multiplexed within a resource tile.  Other factors such a guard intervals or legacy field support (e.g., preamble) 
may affect the number of data-bearing subcarriers per resource tile as well. 

2. Eliminating the Exact Code Rate Requirement 
To solve the problem of channel coding for allocable elements with non-constant data capacity, it is 
recommended that 802.16m eliminate the requirement to support a set of exact code rates.  Instead, in 802.16m 
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data block size D and encoded block size E (the ratio of which is code rate) should be treated as independent 
parameters.  To operate in this manner, the functionality already present in the 802.16e subpacket generation 
procedure should be exploited. 

Figure 2 illustrates the 802.16e subpacket generation procedure.  For a data block containing D bits, the 
convolutional turbo code (CTC) naturally generates 6 size-D/2 encoded bit streams labeled A, B, Y1, Y2, W1, 
and W2.  After interleaving and interlacing, a subset of the bits is selected for transmission over the channel.  For 
instance, the figure shows that on the first transmission, a subset of size E1 is selected for transmission over the 
channel.  The size of the subset is chosen to exactly match the coded bit capacity of the physical channel 
allocation for the data block.  For example, if a data block is allotted 100 subcarriers and 16-QAM modulation 
is used, then 400 encoded bits are selected.  In particular, no requirement need be imposed that the resulting 
code rate, D/E, be a member of a predefined set of allowable code rates. 

size D/2 size D/2 size D/2 size D/2 size D/2 size D/2

size E1 encoded block 

starting point 1 starting point 2 starting point 3

from CTC encoder

to modulator for first transmission

size E2 encoded block 

to modulator for second transmission  

Figure 2. Subpacket generation procedure. 

The subpacket generation procedure provides a means of achieving good channel coding performance at 
arbitrary code rates.  In addition, by defining a number of “starting points” on the interleaved/interlaced bits, IR 
hybrid ARQ (HARQ) can be supported as a natural extension of the subpacket generation procedure.  For 
example, Figure 2 illustrates a case where three starting points are defined on the interleaved/interlaced bits.  
For the first transmission, a size-E1 set of encoded bits is selected beginning from starting point 1.  For the 
second transmission, a size-E2 set of encoded bits is selected beginning from starting point 3. 

3. Expanding the Set of Data Block Sizes 
The Chase mode of 802.16e defines a maximum data block size of 60 bytes.  Recalling that Internet packets 
typically have lengths of several hundred to over a thousand bytes, the impact of the 60 byte maximum is that 
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that in 802.16e Internet packets must typically be segmented into many data blocks for transmission across the 
channel.  For illustrative purposes, consider a scenario where each data block has an independent failure 
probability of pblk.  Then a packet that is segmented into F data blocks as a failure probability, ppkt, of  

 ppkt = 1−(1−pblk)
F 

Note that ppkt is approximately proportional to F for small pblk.  Therefore, segmenting packets into a large 
number of data blocks is detrimental to performance. 

Another shortcoming of the 60-byte (480-bit) maximum is that it does not exploit the inherent property of turbo 
codes of improving coding gain with increasing block size.  60 bytes is generally considered to be at the small 
end of the spectrum of block sizes over which a turbo code is effective.  Instead, turbo codes are effective for 
block sizes on the order a several thousands of bits. 

The HARQ IR mode of 802.16e defines a set of 12 data block sizes between 6 and 600 bytes.  In general, 
increasing the maximum data block size to 600 bytes improves performance.  However, due to the coarse 
granularity of the set, PDUs often do not closely match one of the available sizes.  In such cases, up to 120 
non-information padding bytes are appended (and subsequently transmitted) in order to make up the difference 
between the PDU size and the next largest allowed block size.  The impact of padding inefficiency could be 
mitigated by decreasing the granularity of the set of allowed data block sizes. 

Therefore, it is recommended that 802.16m expand the set of allowed data block sizes by extending the 
maximum data block size up to 768 bytes (approximately half of a 1500-byte TCP/IP packet) and by providing 
100-200 allowed data block sizes between 6 and 768 bytes.  This should provide the following: 

• large data block sizes to minimize segmentation penalties. 

• large data block sizes to exploit turbo coding gains. 

• a set of data block sizes with sufficiently fine granularity to minimize padding inefficiencies. 

4. Conclusions 
The present requirement in 802.16e to support a small set of exact code rates will not work in 802.16m where 
the number of data-bearing subcarriers per allocable element may not be constant.  To solve this problem, this 
contribution has recommended that 802.16m eliminate the exact code rate requirement, instead relying on the 
functionality already present in the 802.16e subpacket generation procedure to select a number of encoded bits 
that exactly matches the encoded bit capacity of the allocated resources.  The subpacket generation procedure 
also naturally supports IR HARQ, a well known technique for improving link and system throughput over Chase 
HARQ. 

For 802.16e Chase mode, because the maximum block size is relatively small, the current set of allowed data 
block sizes imposes significant segmentation penalties and does not exploit the benefits of turbo codes over 
large block sizes.  Although the 802.16e IR mode includes larger block sizes, the coarse granularity of the 
allowed block sizes introduces padding inefficiencies.  To improve performance, this contribution has 
recommended that 802.16m expand the set of allowed data block sizes by extending the maximum data block 
size much larger than 60 bytes (e.g., 768 bytes) and decrease the granularity of the set to minimize padding 
inefficiencies. 

This contribution recommends that the SDD include a sub-section of the physical layer called “Convolutional 
Turbo Code Rate Matching.”  Furthermore, it is proposed that a call for contributions on rate matching schemes 
and allowed data block sizes be issued for the Session #54 in Orlando.   


